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Introduction

I

After spending at least a quarter of a century and billions of

dollars on school improvement efforts, the gaps betWeen what school.

professionals intend to do, what the publicexpects to have happen in

schools, ind what actually goes on in theM7seem to grow increasingly

wider. Dissatisfaction with schools, of course; is a recurring public

pastime. But, as Goodlad (1981) has noted, it is taking a more serious

turn:

The public school system of the United States is experi=':
encing a .series of shock waves'of such proportions that it
may not recover. Our,school system has had troubles, real

and imagined, before . It is essential , wever, to.
recognize thedifference between yesterday's and today's
malaise. Yesterday, the attacks usually were against the
people who ran the schools -- their wrongheadedness or
their mindlessness -- but rarely against the institution.
Today, as often as not, the'attacks are against the insti -.

tution itself, not, just those who run it.

To put it another way, Silberman' (1970) "crisis of the classroom" has

become a full-blown crisis of schooling.

Why?, Certainly, the lack of school improvement does not stem

from a lack of trying.1 Rather it is our belief that the orris

results directly from the failure to eplain, understand; and change
%.

educational practice within a critical theoretical perspective.
2

The purpose of this inquiry is ,'to illuminate this rather obscure and

cryptic answer. But first, by way of introduction, consider just one

relevant theme that is revealed through the critical evaluation of

current schooling practice:

Historically the stated goali for schools, supported.by the

public, have included four broad areas: 1) acquisition of fundamental

academic knowledge and skills,''2) preparation for produaive work arid.

I
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-responsible participation in economic life, 3) development of skills

and understandings requisite for active participation in the complex.

social and political structures of society and 4).personA development

toward individual fulfillment.
3 Yet the gaps between these intents

and schooling practice can Ile readily inferred from observational

studies of classroom practices since the turn of the century. he

.'present.4 Further that the loftiest of our fraditional educational

aims-=the developing of all individuals to their fullest potential as

literate; culturally ,enlightened, critical thinkers who will create a

just and democratic society - -is rarely articulatedn regard to public

ichools provides additional evidence of an institution off-course; or,

at minimum, acritical with resioct to its own purpose\and practices.

But the picture is larger than sqlhooling itself., In our analysis

complex cultural phenom6name call'schools have evolved to their

present forms precisely as.adaptations to a socib-political context

that is incompatible with the best of our educational intents., In

.
other words, schools have yet another seta goals-=usually unspoken

ones--that place schoOls in a central role; in maintaining society .in
,

its currently functioning forms. When we acknowledge thii more implicit

set of goal's, schoon" resistance to interventions be&omes more easily

understood.. These goals that direct schools to maintain the societal

status quo in many ways run counter to innovations directed at the

development of individuals to their fullest potential. The creation of

A literate, culturally enlightened, criticalliy__:khinking citizenry

might very well wreak havoc with our cUrrefirpolitical, social, and:

economic structures. Of course, phildSophers and educators have debated



for centuries the extent to which eduCation should develop the indivi-

dual or serve the needs of the state. The conflict,continues, of

course, because nowhere yet has been developed the ideal just.and
a

democratic state that is best served by individuals developed to their

fullest--academically, vocationally, socially, and .personally. The

usually, tenuous compromise or resolution of:this-Conflict is that

individual development proceeds only to theftpoint where,it 13gins to

. ,

threaten the status quo.

A major,barrier, then,. to innovations that attempt to bridge the

gap between educatignal intents. and school practice is that they run

headlong into-a dominant set of beliefs and assumptions that permeate

society and dictate how schools should operate in order to maintain

society as it is. pile this is not a'cons5iously mapped out conspir-

acy by the educational community, we are suggesting this socio-polit-

fcal phenomenon has a consequence of nurturing schooling norms that run

counter to the best intentioned goals of education. Andthe problem is

greatly exacerbated by an uncritical acceptance of these norms. Taking

an acritical stance, we usually'think of schools as neutral, non-

.

that'political 'places thaT gb about the business of educating .children as

: -well as they can. We assume they are eager for new practices that will

enable them "to do better." ChangeatteMptSjiave rested on these
. .

assumptions and, as a result,..have'contentrated their energies on the

deVeldpm8nt of better educational techAOlOgieS. Little attention has:

been given to the examination of the values and beliefs.On which school

practice rests.

More than better educationalteth6Ology :,srequired for: schOol

change. School renewal, which we belieVe to.be a fundamentt

No.



prerequisite for meaningful schpol improvement, requires the serious

consideration of normative (as well as technical) questions as a

legitimate part of the change effort. It is _thereby, antithetical to

the homeostatic-mechani-sms- which-school_s_and_school_sy_stems have

adapted.,, To the, extent-that this view is close to the, reality of

ischools (and we will further argue that t is); it is little wonder

that major school innovations have achieved little in the way of

lasting successes. The sociologists-and anthropologists who have

intensively studied schools could probably have predicted this result.

But perhaps it has been necessary to accumulate years of experience to

verify this outcome and raise the consciousness of the research/-
. 4

evaluation community, to n.ew paradigms of inquiry.

,What ye will -offer here may be an idealistic notion but, we

submit, no more idealistic and, hopefully, more realistic than the

notions that have guided. past innovations and change efforts.

In short, we propose qualitativg and. quantitative empirical procedures

'to serve primarily as catalysts for formative, critical reflection -=a

.,proces that, in i ts entirety, we will call criti-cal inquiry. At the

heart of this proposal is a methodological perspective that embraces

both traditional and alternative forms of inquiry while being driven by

a_critical theoretical perspective as-the_simequa. non for school

renewal and the increased potential for- school-change. This perspective

permits those in schools to know their schools in ways that provide'

both :the impetus and direction for change.. And this, of. course, is

what we envision as a renewing school. It is impossible to develop this
5thesis in a-comprehensive way. in this report. However, we will



separate conceptually and to operationalize via survey,- questionnaire,

Jt-
test, structured interview, observation schedule, or'any other standard-

, ized method of data collection: We are adopting, here, a very pragma-

tic stance, based ,pea belief, rooted in experience; in the heuristic

potential of data gatherled in this fashion, so long as fhey are reason-
,

ably reliable and valid (according to traditiona canons) and not

over-interpreted under the guise of scientism. Our belief in the

heuristic potential .of this kind of informatioh as the empirical

"data-base" of a school, i.e., its ability to enrich the experiential

basis for interpretation; understanding and normative critique,

requires an exploratory stance on data analysis'and interpretation.

Employing naturalistic methodology, for the interpretation of

phenomena provides a depth of understanding not permittedby the more

positivist methodologies. This second apProach permits adding the

texture of individual meanings to the'description-of the context. This

approaCh adds a sense of the whole in terms how human beings within

the context experience it. In other words; this methodoilogical per-
.

spective attempts an int'pretive understanding of the static proper-

ties, human behaviors, and feelings that make up the school setting.
1".

Finally, the third approach places knowledge gained about the

School setting within its social and historical context. Building on

the "facts" and the personal meanings that Ore gathered, the'critical

process offers methods.by which the social and political meanings of '

school events can be understood. Furthermore, norms for assessing_

these events and guiding future practice are embedded in critical

methodology, providing a fundamental criterion for the direction of
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of their environment. From theparticular solutions that a group

chooses from among its iavailablelternatives come the particular

.organizatiohal structures, patternt of behavior, and ways of

interrelating which constitute a way of life that has meaning to that

group.Included in these solutions; too, are theassumptions and belief

systemS that those in the setting come to hold about theneture of

their environment and the people in it Culture therefore, is more

than simply a group's ways ,of doing things, it is also the. meanings the

group attachet to these ways; Importaht as Well to:the ynderstanding

ofcultUre is the recognition that, all of theSe eleMentsorgahiza-

tional structures, behavior patterns;: Underlying beliefs; and

meaningshave both manifest and latent consequences for the members of

the graUp'and the events that take place in'the setting.

We believe that this defiftition of culture provides the necessary

perspective from which to'view schools as chariges are attempted in .

them. First, it leads us to set/the organizational arrangements and

activities,of the school as purposeful; they "make sense" in the

context. This is not to"say that all schooli g s can be

iqstified, but rather they can besunderstdo in the setting. 'Second,

pis cultural view demands that the school environment be approached as'

a Whole=-=taking into account the interrelatedness of organizational

strUctures,indiyidual behaviors, and underlyingbeliefsrathetharir

I

at a collection of*jsolated or independent elements. Third, by \

considering underlying assumptions and 13blief systems as Well ds\

observable structures and behaviors; We erred to explore not only

.What school processes and outcOMes_are_111(e_;_ but also vily particular

organizational and behavioral aTternatives and not others evolVedLas.

6



appropriate in a:particular setting. And.fourth, the direction of our

attention to the latent as well as mamifest consequences of events in

the school setting broadens our view Of-what might be considered-

outcomes of schooling and effects-Of Change. When=taken together, the

#
elements ofj,h-i-s-E0tural View of schooling compel us to approach

schadls and sthbol change efforts with a sense of the wholeness and

integrity of the System and permit us ,to take into account both;sources

of resistance to change attempts and the broadett rah Of effects such

attempts might have. It is the kind of understanding that comes from

this perspective that schools and those who are trying to help them

need in order to change in fundamental Ways.

One final point is important here. vie recognize that a

6

.

considerable sameness exists among schoolswhat we might call a

general schooling culture=-resulting from the fact that much of what

happens in schools is a reflection of the larger society in which they

are situated. NeveAh4less, each school has a particular ;culture in

which organizational arrangements; patterns of behavior, and,

assumptions have come being in a unique way.' While. it is possible

Ito describe tultural,patternsrlikely to be found at all Schools, these

are abstra.ctiont. The lOcal school A the seitins where Social,

political and historical forces on! schooling ass-translated into

practice; at each school this is likely to happen in differentways.

.

Change efforts based only on an underStanding=of a general (abstract)

school culture, and not on its particular form at the local school,

will ignore what is most critical, the particular structures,

behaVioris, meanings, and belief systems that have evolved there. These.

particular cultural elements--what -Sarason (1982) calls.

3.,



regularities--are both the local manifeqations of thegeneral,.

schooling culture and.,, the acCommodation'df the school to the social and

).; _. .

..

political pressures exerted by its particular:cOmMunity both ../ -

historically and in their contemporary forms. These local school

regularities constitute both what must be understood if change..is to be-

achieved and'what must be altered if thange is to be anything. .but-.

trivial.

But it is exactly these regularities that are overlooked 1n most

change attempts.. This overlooking most likely resuittftbM the

powerful underlying belief that these regularities are natural. .

,

Becauie they arelbased on assumptiOns that, are rarely made:explicit,

regularities are seldom recognized and'ilternatiVet to them rarely

Conceived. Further, as Sarason-(1982) so clearly states:

"But here one runs smack into the obstacle of another

--characteristic of school culture: there are no vehicles of
discussion, communication or observation that allow fort . .

variation to be raised and productively,used for purposes of help

apd change" (p. 109)

Changing schools, we conclude, requires breaking through this

"natural order" of thing's as it has evolved for the organization of

schooling. The question is how? It should be.quite clear that we

believe it to be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to implement

.----"Ncifable change efforts without ongoing and concerted renewal efforts at

the local schoo1.6 For reasons already mentioned, and for reasons

yet to be mentioned, we feel an expanded methodologiCal perspective

driven bycritical theory can provide the yOicles:Sarason refers. to .

and can facilitate the institutionalization of school .renewal.



.Three Faces of Inquiry

Eor many of us (educational researchers and evaluators) our

-methodological schooling. has been largely in''the tradition of the

scientificmethod.and the hypothetico-deductive paradigm presumably-

borrowed from thg'physical.sciences.. Although we oftdristretCh and

shape the steps of this traditionai scientific paradigm to Meet the'

exigencies of the social and behavioral sciences, we still think.about

the act of inquiry in much the same way as, say, a physicist attempting

to support or reject a theory of motion, lighttemperaturei etc. This

approach to inquiry derives from:_those "schooli!?.of,philosophicaT

thought labeled variously as logical positivism, empirical -analytic

science, scientific empiricism, and so on.

But there-are at least two other separate and general Orientations

for systematic inquiry with strong philosophical roots and demonstrable

utility for the social/behavioral sciences. The more familiar is the

whole class of naturalistic methodolbgies. 'The debate between the

"naturalistic" vs. "scientific" modes of inquiry, Of,OUrse, is'ah old
L

one, often characterized by superficial distincti ns between

"qualitative" vs. "quantitative" and/or "subjective" vs. "objective'

methodologies. As has been argued by others (e.g.,Scriven, 1972 and

Rist,1977), these can be simplistic dichotomies that, without prope'r

qUALif4tation,sserve only to stereotype otherwite profound-differences

and simil ar/rfies.

Although there are certainly notable differehces ih the array_of_:_1--:.!-

naturalistic Methodologies (e.g. phenomepology, Symbolic interactibn,

and ethnomethiodology), they are all essentially oriented toward the



interpretation and under anding of social events in the terms of the

meaning for the part ipants77in those event. The emphasis upon

interpretation has led to the use of the term "hermeneutics" as a

general descriptor for.this model of inquiry which places a premium on

interpretative understanding in contrast to the positivist tradition

which focuses on explanation via prediction.8

The second major departure from the empirical analytic tradition

is lesswell known'and much more separable. Its roots are also in the

hermeneutical tradition. But, as a philosophy of inquiry.,.it

represents what might be thought of as an extension of interpretive

inquiry. WO are referring here. to the critique of knowledge; that is,

the application of dialectical reason to the explanations_and

understandingS gained through predictive and interpretive inquiries.

But inquiry does nor; happen ink: normative vacuum as many traditional

social scientists would have us believe. -By definition, at the heart

of dialectical reason is the search for truth through unrestrained

.4,

"discourse. Andwhen applied to social inquiry, the poltti_cal---imilli-

--------

cations can be summed 0 in'a word--eman i-pation. A social scientist

. - ,

who is.committed to the critique-Of social knowledge, is therefore

-----
committed to the -ttique of ideologies.

9

.
, .

What, therefore; are the ideological interests implicit fin the
-----

,---- . ,*

first two faces of inqui ry? They-cantle many; buP
t, if we accept the

,

argument thus far, they cannot be emancipatory at a generic level.

Look in any textbook in the traditionalmode of empirical inquiry and

you will find, in reference to the purposes pf research (or "science"),

that the aim of social science is to predict and control 164-man-b----&-

Nior. "Understanding" is equated-to empirical support of a theory.

10



But a theory:is a "set of interrelated constructs- (concepts), defi-

nitions, and propositions that present:a systematic view of phenomena

by speciTying'relations among variables, with the purpose of explaining'

and predicting tHe phenomena" (Kerlihger, 1973,.p. 9).

Although one Has to work harder to dig them out, similar fram'es pf

referenc can be found in the applied forms of phenomenology. For

example, Blamer (1969) dgfines empirical science as "an enterprise that

seeksto deVel00 images and conceptions that can successfully handle

and accommodate the resistance offered by the empirical world under

study" (pp.22-23). The methodology and epistemology of symbolic

interactionists are inmany respects worlds apart from those underlying

the empiricalempirical analytic tradition. But the ideas of manipulation and

control are inherent (ir'not intended) in the above quotation.

The most systematic development of the third face of inquiry has

resulted in what hasc e to be labelled critical theory. At the core

of this theory iA a normative stance that eschews hegemony of any form

and therefore demands unrestrained and undomnaffed dialogue in the

process of social and political critique. It is therefore an epistem-

,ology of transformative action, having its roots in the traditions' of

Kant, Hegel and Marx as interpreted more recently by the German philos-

ophers Horkheimer, Adorno, Marcuse, Apel and Habermas. But there is

also a strong'Latino tradition behind the idea of ..a critical social

science as reflected primarily in the writings and practice of Paolo

Freire. Moreover, an American connection can also be made in the .

philosophical work of John Dewey. Although it can be argued that Dewey

was not a critical theorist, per se, he certainly championed the idea

of intellectual freedom and the democratic pursuit of values=clari-

11



f,ication MS a vis knowledge acquisition.through experience and action.

po as not to confuse matters here, however, we will.save more in-depth

discussions of Freire's and Dewey secontributionsJor subsequent

sections. As usual, there exist strong differences in opinion and

philosophical thought among these thinkers. However, these are over-,

shadowed by the profound commonalities induced by their shared emanci-

patory interests.
10 At least from a methodologically oriented

perspective, Habermas (1970, 1971, 1973, 1975 and 1979) is among the

most provocative and-influential of these social and political philos-

opher/theorists.- He has (among other"things) raised the level of

consciousness of many social scientists to the essential paradigm

_
differencet underlying the three faces of inquiry. According to :*='

Habermas (1971):

. . There-are three categories of processes of inquiry
for which'a specific connection between logicatmethodology-
ical rules and knowledge-constitutive interests can be

demonstrated. The approach of the empirical-analytic
sciences'lincorporates a technical cognitive interest;
that of the historical-hermeneutic sciences incorporates

a practical one; and the approach of critically oriented,
sciences incorporates the emancipatory cognitive interest.

. . . In the empirical-analytic sciences the fraMe of

/ reference that prejudges the meaning of possible state
/ ments establishes rules both for,the construction of .

!

theories and for their critical testing . . . Empirical-

analytic knowledge is thus possible predictive knowledge.

However, the meaning. of such predictions, that is their
technical exploitability, is established only by the rules

according to which we apply theories to reality.

. . . The historical- hermeneutic sciences gaits knowledge

in a 4ifferent methodological framework. Here the meaning

k of the validity of propositions is not- constituted in the

\frame of reference of technical control . . . For theories
'are,not constructed deductively and experiende is not organ=
ized with regard to the success of operations. Access 'to

the facts is provided by the understanding of meaning, not

observatioq,

. . . A critical social science, however,-will not remain

satisfied with this. It is concerned with going beyond this
-

12



goal to determine when theoretical state nts grasp,invar-
iant regularities of social action-as su h and wheh-they

express ideologically frozen.relations dependence that can

in principle be trantformed. To the-e -ant that this.. is the _

case, the critique of ideology . . . takesi'into account that,.
information-alsout lawlike connectio s, sets_ off a processof
reflection .in the consciousness of those whom the laws are about.

Thus the level of unreflected nsciousness, which is one of

-the initial conditions- of__su laws, can be transformed.

. The methodological'framework that determines the meaning
of the validity of critical propositions of =this category is

established by the concept of self - reflection. ._ The latter

releases the subject frothidependence on hypostatized powers,
Self-reflection is deterthifted by an emancipatory cognitive

interest. Critically oriented sciences share this interest:.

with philosophy. (pp. 308-310)

To be sure, this trilogy of isomorphisms, between knowledge and

.

cognitive Interests haS goad deal Of seductive appeal; especially for "`,

those wishing for a strong philosophical basis for rejecting

traditional science.
11 But as we reflect upon these distinctions,

they_becomel,increatingly.blUrred..

12
and we become increasingly

sympathetic with critiques su.h as this:.

It isa fiction--and not a us4ful methodological one--to__

suggest that there are categorically different types of

inquiry and knowledge. But it is not a fiction--rather
it is the locus of the most important controversies about

the nature and limits of human knowledge, as it'pertaint to

social and political inquiry--to see how the battle of '

competing technical, practical, and emancipatory cogni-

.tive interests continues torage. (Bernstein, 1978, p. 43)

To put it another way; we suspectJan epistemological *trap Canbe

created through assuming necessary and sufficient connections between

method and the political content of'cognitive interests. Conducting

empirical analytic inquiry, for example, does not necessarily imply a

1 1

hidden agenda of domjnation. On t_ he other hand, a hidden agenda of

j

domination cannot, in principle survive an inquiry based upon critical
1

theory. And this., indeed,; poi the way out of the trap--a truly

1
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practical unificationof the three faces of inquiry requires the

self-correcting epistemological stance that is made to order in criti-

cal theorY-

Theractical feature we suggest is this The substance for

critique by' critical theorists traditionally derives from existia

knowledge (and the interests underlying this knowledge) accumulated

through other modes of inquiry. What we wish to suggest here takes

this process a small, but we think significant, step forward. We

p.ropose the deliberate accumulation-of additional explanations and

understandings,z-by people in a specific setting; who wish to. change

that setting, and who determine what additional informatiorrmay be'

releVant to Oange efforts- -all for the'expressed purpos'e Of.furtherinj

critique in a constructive and critical theoretical fashion:

In other words, we are establishing an epistemologicallk-vglid

basis upon which we (1) acknowledge critique as a legitimate method of

inquiry, (2) acknowledge values and belie s a-t-an unavoidable medium

through which inquiry is conducted, and (3) propose an inquiry

apProach, driven by a critical thebretical stance, that embraces

appropriate information gather'ed from naturalistic and empirical

analytic inquiries.

How is this "working synthesis" relevant for educational inquiry

and school renewal? First; as logical empiricists, we can obtain a

tentative description of those features of the school context that we

see as crucial and are, willing, for the .sake of measurement, to

separate conceptually and to,operationalizevia sUrVey questionnaire,

test, structured interview, observation Schedule; or any other

standardized methOd of data collection: We are adopting, herela very

14
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pragmatic stance, based upon a belief, rooted in experience, in the

heuristic potential Of data gathered in this fashion, so long as they;,

are reasonably reliable and valid (according.to traditional canons) and

not over-interpreted under the guise of scientism. Our belief.in the

hedristic potential of this kind. Of information as the empirical

"data-base" of .a school, i.e., its ability to enrich the experiential

basis for interpretation, understanding and normative critique,

requires an exploratory stance on data analysis and interpretation.

The payoff of the empirical analytic perspectiye is the serving u

of a continuing common base of explicft descriptive material which can

serve as a catalyst for further inquiry. 'While some of the information

may be already known to all of the participantS,and much of it known

to some pf thepartiCipants, a considerable portion of the information

will be new io many. The discOvery of apparent relationships among

contextual elements should provide_fresh insight to all participants

about "the way things are" and'stimalate moving to the next level of

inquiry, i.e., enlightenment--making public the private frames of

reference.

Employing nituralistic methodology for the interpretation of

phenomena--provides a-depth of understanding not permitted by the more

positivist methodoloOes. This second approachp0!%ts adding the

texture of individual meanings to the description of the context.

Going beyond the "facts" yielded by the data colfectect in the

empirical-analytic mode, this approach adds a sense of the whole in

terms of how.human beings within the context experience that context.

In other words, this methodological perspective attempts an



interpretive understanding of the static. properties, .human behaviors,

and feelings that make up the school setting.

The meanings that the setting holds for its participants may be

sought. by hayiqg outsiders make detailed observations of events within,-

the setting and condact interviews .with.participants (as is typically

done in qualitative research). More appropriate, however, for

school-based inquiry and improvement efforts would be the meanings,

elicited through reflection on and interpretation of properties and

behaviors by the people in the school. This reflection and

interpretation by individuals in the setting could be expected tb add

new dimensions of information not permitted by the comientional data

collection procesS. These.dimensions are not predetermined'but emerge.'

dUring the process of inquiry and include the Valu4ng_of'the experience

under scrutiny, making judgments about the intrinsic worth of phenomena

and assessing their importance in relation to other'ends. Importantly,

since statements made during such a process would be supported by

reasons, the participants' bases for making decisions, their underlying

assumptions and belief systems, can become explicit .and subject to

scrutiny as well.

Finally, the third approa-A places knowledge gained about the

school setting within its social and historical context. Building one

the "facts" and the personal meanings that are gathered, the critical

p.rocess offers.methods by, which the,social and politiCal meanings of

seboOl events can be understoocL Nirthermbrei norms` for assessing

thete eVentsand:guiding future practice are embedded:in critical .

Methodoloiy,-providfng a fundamental ceiterionlor.the direction of

change/improvement. In these ways critical inquiry makes,p3ssible a
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much fuller consideration of the implications of what is done in

schools. Those in schools can gain insight into .why particular

practices came into bleing.and how human interests are served by theM.

The irlethodologyof critical reflection. demands.

attend to how-educational structures, content, and processes are linked

to the social and political forces Inside -the setting and to the larger

social, political, and economic context in which the school is

situated. Such questions as "What are the effects on particl_pants_of

things being organized the way they are?" and "Who benefits from these

organizational patterns?" force the examination of both the manifest'

and latent consequences of educational practice. Examination of latenf

consequences necessarily include a consideration .of social, political,
_ .

and educational, as wellas purely intellectual, effects and benefits.

By bringing these relationships to the surface, educational

practitioners can become aware that patterps of 'events and their

explanations are not merely common sense, neutral, or,benign, but grow

out of and, in turn, affect particular internal and external

conditions.

During the proAss of critical inquiry, then, participants come

to view schools from the kind of cultural perspective we'sugge4ed-----Th

earlier is essential for change. They become .conscious of how current

mays of schooling are grounded in the larger historical and social
_

context of the culture as well as the particular institutional and

social context of the cultUre of the School: ItshoUldalso become

clear that the range of Odutatiohai alternatiVes thatiore:ordinarily

Considered is limited to those that reflect the dominant social,

political, and economic modes in the larger social milieu. This kind



of awareness, which has proLrably not been widespread so far in school

planning and decision-making, should enablethose conSidering imOrove-

ment in schools to move beyonditonventional and liMi.ted thinking. In

short, critical inquiry looks at.additibnal data, and :sg_increases

understanding of what is.

But inquiry driven by critical theor y goes further than its
.v

_

attempt to free participants from the socially influendeciland

unquestioned -aisumptions that limit chqices-a-6d,actions. The basic`-

concern of critical thegry-IS-iloliement toward an emancipated form of

social life, the "realization of a truly rational society in which men

4

make their own history with will and consciousness" (p. xi in

McCarthy's introduction to Habermas, 1978). Critical theory embodies

an ethical stance that,et directs change efforts toward. fostering
,

non-exploitive interpersonal relationsliips and placing riumanf'being?as -

conscious moral agents in the central role of determining the direction

of Social evolAion (Coomer°, 1982). THUs, critical theory is a social

theory with.a practical intention, that of the ielf-emancipation of

human beings from the constraints. of doMinatien of Whatever form and

however concealed. by social, economic patterns and

i deol ogj es (McCarthy,,1978).
1-

Thgprelevance of such a potentially emancipatory and purposeful

kind of inquiry to the process of school improvement should be self-

_

evident. _Bath_the process and aim of critical theory are Consistent

wittr_what_vie_rnost often claim tobe the fundamental a-im of educatidi

ifself--the view cultivating the best in human beings so-they-may

create a just_ sot: A critical, self=reflective knbaWledge of bath

the culture of the sci-. ol and the.outside social_and politicarcontext



th sflapes their decisions, actions and rationales might enable those

involved in the conduct of schooling to alter educational practide,

toward more .humane means and ends.

The methodology of critique rests upon competent communication and

on a belief in the potential of groups to reach a "justified consensus"

about the truth of what exists, i.e., its meaning in relation to the

larger social context, and to determine'alternatives directed toward

--universal human interests: In habermaS' view, if discourse were to

take place under ideal conditions, which include the suspension-of all

motives other than the intention of coming to an understanding about

what-exists and the determination'of the best course of action,then

the force of the better argument would permit reaching a justified

consensus (Habermask 1979): While the foregoing is a grossly

oversimplified description of the process of critique, it should be
1

clear that the basic requirement is the creation of unlimited

opPortunity.fordiscussion, free of constraints from any source. Thus,

the metpodology of critique is inextricably tied to'its aims. The

ideal 'circumstanceS of life, i.e, freedom and justice, are alsothe

characteristics. heces'sary for a cpmmunication situation during which

critical inquiry and dect5ions for change can scour. In this way, the

means/ends dichotomy is eliminated in the the add practice of

critical inquiry.

If the idea of critical inquiry sounds suspiciously like Dewey

resurrected, itought to. -Like good wine, Dewey getsbetter with age.

But also with good wine, people seem reluctant to drink it too soon.

Perhaps the time is, finally upon us to act upon the intoxicating vision

19
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created by John Dewey over sixty years ago in Reconstruction'in

Philosophy:

When philosophy shall have co-operated with the course of
events and mode clear and coherent the meaning of the daily
detail, science ancLemotion will interpenetrate, practice
and.imegination will embrace. Poetry and religious feel-if
ing will le the unforcett.flowers of life. To further 40s

this irtio`tilatiettand revelation of the meanings of the,
current tourse,efevents is the task and problem of
philosophy in days transition: (pp. 212-213)

.

FOr.DeweY, "philosophy" and inquiry. are. synonomous. And inquiry is
.

barren -- is without practical value -- when devoid of "moral" ,

considerations. He eschews the dichotomy between theory and-practice

and the "dualism which now weighs humanity down, the split between the

material, the mechanical, the scientific and the 1praT 'and ideal.'

(p. 173). conclusion, obviously, is that

_....reconstruction can be nothjng less than the
work of developing, of forminf, of producing (in
the litqral senselitthat word) the intellectual
instrumentalities which will Progressively direct
inquiry into the deeply and inclusively human--

- that is to sky, moral'- -facts of the present scene
and situation. (p. xxvii);

The key concept here is Dewey 's use of the term intellectual. His

'proposed methodology for achieving the reconstruction is nothing

more--or less=-than shifting "the weight and burdenof morality to

intelligence inquiry is intelligence" (pp. 163 -164). Yet,

consistent with his pragmatic and experiential stance, he rejects the

idea of absolute or universal values and substitutes practical inquiry

as the final arbitrator of morality.

-Thus, Dewey Was not:a critical theorist; Although it may be a

mute point when ft comes to the compromises of practice, he failed (or

was unwilling) io explicitly acknowledge the profound moral Pragmatic



universal" of his philosophy, i.e., unrestrained human reason as the

backbone of experiential knowledge and action.".

For us, there is no discomfort with Dewey's relativistic position,

on the one hand, and a point -in -time stance on value-driven inquirvon.

the other. ',-Fundamental value positions in inquiry:/ need not be

"god- given " but they need to be:explicitand their consequences',

reasoned. Eresently,lwe see the dialeCtical tension between the

critical and pragmatic perspectiVes:aS crucial to the inquiry paradigm

proposed here. Althodgh we will continue to rely heavily upon the

methodological implications in the writings of critical theoriSts,

there can be little doubt as to our, indebtedness to the Deweyan

intellectual tradition of critical inquiry.

Consider the implications for schodling.if this kind of critical

inquiry were applied to taken- for - granted school OrgantZational and

instructional practices, for example, norm-referenced testing,

curriculum tracking, or competitive classroom reward structures. If

these almost universal practices were to be the focus of discourse,

wherein their histories and underlying assumptipns were revealed, the

kind of social reality they imply made explicit (e.g., the nature of

man, society,.and education), and the consequences for individuals and

society that follow from their use uncovered, it is likely that they

would emerge as being in conflict with educators' concept ions of humane

and democratic schooling; The recognition of how these current

practices serve to constrain the attainment of a schooling process that
.41

is in the best interest' of every student might lead to aiternattve

practices pointed toward actualizing ideal conceptualizations _of what'

education'should be. Such practices as criterton-referenced
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measurement; mastery learning, heterogenedus grouping, and cooPerdtpe-
,.

classroom learning might become newly valued asprocedurestmore

ethiCally defensible, given their human consequenc

All this, of coarse, is speculative. Corisensus about the "truth"

of current practiceand-decisions about, desirable alternatives would

come only frOMLthe erkg4geMftnt in.the process of self-reflection and

_-
critical inquiry by those in the school setting,and only then if the

conditions for critical discourse were established.

For school people, then, participation'in this process would mean

the involvement of the school 'staff in communication characterized by

free exploration, honest exchange, and non-manipulative discussion of

exisiing and.deliberatelygenerated knowledge in light-of these

critical issues: What goes on in this school? Whoenefits from the.

way things are? How might educational practice work toward liberation
I

from exploitive relationships and the domination of social, political,

4nd economic interests? How-can schools help develop the capacity to

make'free and responsible choices about the direction of individual

lives and the evolution of society? The potential contribution of this

third phase of inquiry to significant educational change is promising,

for the kind of emancipatory understanding that can come from critical

reflection about the school within its society seems necessary to 'build

a responsive, renewing climate in schools.

We argued at the outset of this spttion that the unders anding

schopls that is sufficient for fundamental improvement must come from a

methodological approach that integrates these three perspectives. This

entire process is,-indeed, a renewing process. It leads directly,to

change that is aimed toward attaining a situation Aere-choices and



behaviors are intentional, authentic, and free from constraint.. But

how can all this come about given the realities of schools and

schooling?

Doing Critical- Inquiry13

It ShbUld coma:as-no surprise _that our vision of "doing" critical'

inquiry can be likened.to wearing three hats at ttiname time: 1) a

top hat representing critical inquiry and a dedication to explanation

and understanding only within a normative perspective that maintains a

continued dialectic between schooling practices and human interests;
.

(2) a middle hat representing hermeneutICal/interpretive inquiry and a

dedication to understanding the conditions of schooling in the terms of

historical and current school events and Pebpless experiences of those

events; and (3) a bottom hat representing empirical analytic inquiry

and a'-(d6dication to the usefulness of descriptive (survey-type),

experimental, and/or quasi-experimental methodologies to yield .

information of potential value not only to pedagogical improvement but

also to furthering understanding and normative critique.
4

Furthermore, language and, more importantly, the competent use of

language in social discourse, is indispensable to doing critical.

-inquiry. By this we do not mean grammatical or syntactical competence.

We are referring, rather, to the ingredients necessary to approach a

mutual aring of understanding, trust, and active engagement in.the

process o change. As We hove discussed.above, Habermans. (1979)

notion of approaching an, ideal speech situation provide; the guidelines

or this kind of competent communication. Taken together with the

synthesis implied by vie foregoing epistemological stance, these
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e
Intiples 'define an operating mode that-must eventually come to be

ared and'internalized_by_all_involved.

Yet thtsnaxie. alone is insufficient to breakihr6ugh the barriers

to change as we haveescribedLthen for'schools.,/ Nitty gritty issue

:like content, inter*eAtion, legitimation,. motivation, and indiViplual

differenCes, to name just a few; are of no small consequence to anyone

attempting to practice critical- inquiry in schools. Why?. . because

given the constraints in the social contexts ofinstitutions, people do

not generally interact with one Ancither in the way wp,are suggesting

they ought to. If they did, our proposal-would be not only, modest, it

would be mundane; People concerned with schooling would be seriously

considering the pedagogical implications of their educational beliefs,

and reneWaland change would be the "status quo" in schools.

This, of course, is the ultimate change dilemMa. The very fact

that a new perspective on inquiry and change is needed guarantees

-barriers to the cultivation of this perspective that are-not neatly

accounted for by the cannons of the persPective itself.' Consider, -tgr

example, the following scenario taken from'our recent experience in

-schOols.14

Las Montanas is a small to medium sized school district (2 senioe

high, 3 junior high,.and 11 elementary schools) located in a.subUrban_

area adjacent to a major west_ coast_ urban_center. The community

residents range_in_economicstatus from the middle. to.lower levelsWith

the median family_income being approximately$15;000. ;Roughly half he

,community is of Hispanic. origin, many recently immigrated from MexicO;

less than. 5% representdther minoritiesand;thus'Anglos comprise

approximately-45% of the CoMMUnity.

The diStritt_is_essentially-tentralized; the superintendent

exerciseS_a good_jeal of control through a highly bureaucratized

orgahtzational structure. Alliprinctpals_report to =an assistant..-:

Superintendent. .
Each Principal-is. responsible for yearly school. plans .

which are MOnittiredby the assistant superintendent. Over_the

several yearS:the superintendent has circulated positiOn-pApers to all



administrators and $taff on the several principles of "school
effectiveness" and has conducted a few in-service workshops on this
topic. These were oriented around the identification of, and general
definitions for, such notions as principal leadership, academic
uphasis, learning expectations, discipline and control, and actively
engaged learning time. Armed with this information, principals and -

staff were-expected to put their schools on a direct course towards
excellence. In accordance with school effectiveness theory, excellence
was assumed to be _manifested in improved standardized achievement
rankings, particuTarly by comparison with other schools of similar
demographic composition.

Different school staffs handled this mandate in different ways.'
For example, at one elementary school, banners were hung with the ,

slogans 'high expectations" and "emphasize academics" in'the library
room. Teachers also began to meet informally to atterlipt:to figure out
just what increased time-on-task meant and how they might recognize it"
in actual operatiOn.

At Riverview elementary school, things went a little-differently.
The principal and staff seemed virtually paralyzed by what appeared to
them to be directionless directives. Riverview had a particylarly high
Hispanic enrollmegt of nearly two-thirds with the remaining students
nearly,all Anglos; The ethnic composition of the staff was nearly the
mirror image: three-quarters Anglo and one-quarter:Hispanic (including
the principal). Riverview's state achievement test scores were low,
being either below or barely within their normed expectancy intervals
in the basic subjects at both early and upper elementary levels. In

fact, the district, generally, was barely-"average" relative to other
districts with its same socioeconomic characteristics. (Over the
several years that Las Montanas' superintendent attempted the
inculcation of school effectiveness, achievement test score averages
for most schools remained relatively unchanged.)

ket's assume that Riverview Elementary could be a more renewing

place for teachers to teach in and for students to learn in--let's

,assume that there is ample room for school improvement and change and

that our notion of critical inquiry as developed so far offers a viable

way to go about it. How do we become aware of Riverview in the first

place? How do-they become aWareo us ?. What make$ us think they want

us there or, for that matter, that they see a need for collaborative

intervention?" How are initial contacts made? 6,reiiOUr-focus on the.

school as the unit of change, what (if any) sanctions and/or support at

the district level are required? How are we (the collaborators)
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initially legitimated 'or seen as credible by the staff? Even.if the

staff perceives a real need, how Ao they becpme motivated to

participate in the effort? What are their rewards 'in this effort?

Will there be. the necessaty resources available, in particular, time?

These are just some of the questions that come.to mind as we think of

trying out this proposal for
/inquiry

and change in a school setting.

\,/
These questions are not meant to be rhetorical. They arise out of an

attempt to develop a mode of ,practice that maintains a commitment tojae

consistent with our epistemological stance (and the principles and

processes that flow frOM twhile taking into account the

circumstances of tchoolt and the obstacles they face inseeking to

change.

And the list of questions grows rapidly larger as one envisions

the operating perspective of critical inquiry doing just that

_operatingin the setting of a school. What (if any) traits and/or

skills are necessary for collaborators to have? When and to what

extent is the critical inquiry process--and critical theory and

communicative competence specifically -- discussed in principle with

staff? What is to be the substance of critical inquiry? Mist this

content always evolve under circumstances of total staff communication?

How are socio-psychological individual differences handled in-process?

At what points do empirical=analytic and naturalistic approaches to

data gathering become appropriate? How are they organized and

conducted? How'are the data synthesized into the process of critique?

When are collaborators no longer needed?

--=----WO-AP not envlsio-nanswers to.all these questions that canb-e-

neatly packaged and disseminated in workshops designed tp train
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"critical inquirers." Each situation will likely Be different in

profound ways and there will be a good deal of "seat-of=the=pants/

feelihg-the=way" while maintaining the requisite commitment to the

proposed epistemology.'

Interpreted broadly and expanded with what we knOW frOm the-

literature on working with schools, we can suggest some generic

elements of a process that can eventuate.in the establishmerri of

renewalsas an integral. part culturei)f the school. '.Taken

together, these steps constitute an operational process that 1) sees

the school as'the primary unit of change but recognizes that the school':

does not exist in a vacuum,' 2) places school practitioners in the-

.

central decision=makin9 role, 3) makes issues of values and beliefs of

primary importance in schooling,decisions, 4) emphasizes the Usefulness

of multiple sources and types of data (broadly interpreted to cover all -

three faces of inquiry), and 5) provides support from an outside

collaborator while taking into account some of the difficulties an

outsider faces in establishing the kind of relationship we propose with

thnse who work in schools.

The field of education is indeed fertile ground for experiment-

.

ing with an applied critical science, and we are certainly not the firSt

to do s&. See, for example, the beginnirig efforts by Coomer (1981) in

educational evaluation, Foster (1982) in school adMinistration, Gitlan (1982)

in teacher education, and Lemish (1982) in curriculum development. Perhaps the

most systematic set of implications for the practical application of critical.

inquiry comes from Paulo Freire's (1970, 1973, 1978) work in Brazil, Chile, and

Guinda-BiSSau while fUSing "critical consciousness" With4edagdgies of pre- and

post- literaey and the ultimate goal of political,.aWareneSS and eMpowerMent."
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Certainly it is unrealistic to expect that a wholesale adoption of critical

methodology developed ..in rather blatantly oppressed "third world" cations would

necessarily fit the exigencies of subtler (but wimps equally powerful and
0 ,

destructive) oppressive elements in sociarsystems such as burs. (See Giroux,

1981, Chapter 5'..) Nonetheless, we can be encouraged by the limited "success"

stories such as Shor's (1980) efforts at extrapolating Freirian ideas to effect

community college reform in New York City.

Particularly useful Freirian ideas help resolve oroblematic.isslies

relating to the roles of collaborator and content in the process of critical.

inquiry. Like Habermas' paradigm for communicative competence, Freire's

(1973) concept of dialogical communication includes the reflexir properties of

the ideal speech situation. Furthermore, like Haberman Freire is well'aware

of the utopianism inherent in the paradigm. But as he anticipates ideal

interpersonal dialogue in the context_of_practice, he.explicitly recognizes the

need for democratic, pedagogical leadership. Someone Or group) has to enter

-and help dismantle the vicious circle of what Horkeimer has labelled "the

eclipse of reason," i.e., the suppression (and perhaps represiion) of human

introspection that Shor (1-980) building upon Aronowiti's (1977),analysis,

laments as follows:

The powerlessness and confusion in daily'life

can only be understood through critical thinking,

yet most people are 'alienated from their own

conceptual_habits of mind. How come? Why don't

masses of people engage,in social reflections?

Why isn't introspection an habitual feature of

life? What prevents-popular awareness of how

the whole system operates, and which alternatives

would best serve human needs? Wh3),(is political

imagination driven from common experience? (p. 47.)

Reversing this phenomenori requires pedagogical intervention and

necessarily sets up an initial teacher -learner dichotomy. Freire



realistically reconciles this imbalance of power by demanding a

"self-effacing" stance by the teacher -- relinquishing ritualistic and

symbolic authority. games and integrating into the activities and

substance of learning. Thus thateacher is part learner and the

learner is part teacher. This departs considerailly from the 'reflexive

properties of the ideal speech situation yet is noi, incompatible with

the psychotherapist-patient model used by Habermas for exploring.

undistorted communication. And it seems to us that replacing any

notion of a spontaneous utopian interaction with the notion of a

value-based catalytic intervention is a necessary prerequisitefor

beginning any kind of critical inquiry project like we Are propOsing

here.

And as we effect the translation of Freire's "teacher-student/

student-teacher" paradigm to one of "collaborator-teachert/teachers=

collaborator;" it imperative that a primary educative function of

the collaborator(s) is one of creative teacher enlightment as to the

philosophy of inquiry itself and the preeminent role of unconstrained,

normative critique. This; of course, is central to :. Preireian

pedagogy:

The prerequisite for (critical inquiry is) a form
of education enabling the people to reflect on
themselves, their responsibilities, and their role
in the'new cultural climate--indeed_to reflect on
their very power_ of reflection. (1973, p. 16)

"Reflection upon reflection" is not an agenda 4tem; rather, it is a

'pervasive theme in the critical inquituceis and thereby maintains

the connection with the operating principles represented in our

epistemological stance.



The second important fedture of Freireian practice--

problematization -- suggests some strategies for generating crucial

content and conducting the neverending activities of analysis, syn-

thesis and action based upon content. Essentially, problematization is

the engagement of the grciup in the reflective process of critically

analyzing the totallty of their experience leading to a critical

awareness of it This critical awareness pmpowers the group to alter

their reality in fundamental ways. Traditional problem solving, on the

other hand, fragments experience into discrete puzzles that_can be

solved provided that enough time, patience, and collective cleverness

prevail. Further, it distances problem solvers (outside experts or the

group itself) from their experience by considering these fragments in a

purportedly objective and value-free process, of problem definition,

clarification, consideration of alternative solutions, decision-making

on courses of action, evaluation, revision and recycling through the

paradigm (See Schmuck.et al., 1972). If one squints sufficiently to

blur important features, this paradigm has allithe ingredients of

Habermasian and/or Freireian dialogical communication. But the lfkeli-

hood for failure of sehool improvement efforts conducted in this way is

apparent when one realizes the generic identity of the problem-solving

paradigms and the technical assistance paradigms used unsuccessfully by

school interventionist-innovators for years. Notwithstanding even the

most Well-intentioned needs assessments, explorations of viable alter-
,

natives, participant decision- making, and so on, these change agent

models are essentially asymetlical and antidialogical in theory and

practice.: To slightly paraphase Freire (1978, p. 152),lechnical

a istance paradigms of educational change and innovation anesthetize



school staffs and leave them acritical and naive it the face of their
, ---

educational-social context.

To reverse this state-Of=affairs, Freire's concepts_of tuning-in,

limit situations and generative theffies, codification, deiod-ification

and transformative action are powerful rubrics around which to effect

the transition from critical theory to critical practice. Yet they

must be r ?interpreted to fit the exigencies of schooling. We have

begun to consiaer some general forms these interpretations might take,

3

using he slightlp, modified ybrics of.breaking-through, content,

exploration and action.

Breaking Through
I

While we_are convinced_ that, with few exceptions, educators are

eager to find ways tc improve educational' practice, the reality is that

schools and the people in them are constrained both by their

encapsulation'in a political and bureaucratic system and by the

assumptions embedded in their own cultures. Most schools have long

histories of participation in in-service programs and workshops'

designed to provide "workable answers" that at best haVe resulted in

temporary rearrangements of the familiar. School people know, too,

that administrative policies prevent, for-the most part, any radical

alteration of the way things are done. And of. Course, there are the

constraining realities of time and, rewards. Unless proposals for

Special improvement projects are accompanied by substantial provisions

for both, teachers know full well that these efforts will be little.

more than. pro forma exercises.

-

We suggest. that.the process of critical inquiry at schools not be

considered as a special activity. Rather; with considerable school



4t,

time regularly scheduled for critical inquiry, both the process and its
,

outcomes should'be viewed as an ongoing part of the schools culture and

necessary to maintain and improve the efficacy of the educational

process. The reward accrues from the involvement of autonomous

professionals-in an activity that eventuates in their bringing about

fundamental change and fmprovement.

The key to. the provision of the5e kinds of time and rewards is,

-course administratIve support at both the district ihd building

levels. This support is crucial in engendering in school staffs the

belief that he effort to be undertaken can result,in significant

improvement. This support, however, must be within the terms ofi
. -

A

project which is truly generative, not one that represents the
,

implementation of ideas pre-determined by those at the top. Most

school staff members are acutely aware of the symptoms of the problems

they face, but few heeconsidered.the bringing about of fundamental

.change. -an option available to them for solving the underlying problems

r
in the organi zation and prevailing practices at they schools. We

might see them much as Freire does Third World illiterates, ds.part of

a "culture of silence." AsRichard ShaUll expands in his introduction

to Fr-ire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed:

. their ignorance andlethargy were the diredt product
of the whole economic, social, and political-domination

and ofthe paternalism -- of which they were the vic-
tims. .Rather than being. encouraged and_eqUipped to know
and respond to the concrete realities of their world they
were kept 'submerged' in a situation in which such critical
awareness and response were practically impossible. (p. 11)

We can recognize the domination and piternalism in schools in the

centralization of governance and control in spool and district

administration.



There .;.''etwo major obstacles- facing a collaborator attempting to

"tune in" to a school that.has indicated some interest in an

improvement project -- obtaining a-genuine jnvitati6n to participate

viith the people there in a fundamental change effort and 6reaking
$

through the "culture of silence" in order to begin to determine with

them what the crucial problems they face are. Because these two

'obstacles are so closely intertwined, overcoming them is particularly

difficul Establishing rapport at administrative levels and securing

support or,r, at least approval) for collaborative change efforts, is

usually a prerequisite. But then it' is necessary to work toward a

. .

common under-standing that the collaboration provides a.serious and,

legitimate possibility for those at the school to have a central"-role

in bringing about substantial improvement. In Saul Alinsky's (1971)

words, "It is when people have a genuine opportunity to act and to

change conditions that they begin to think their problems-through --

then they show their competence, raise the right questions, seek

special professional counsel and look for the answers" (p.106). If

this kind rof opportunity is provided, it is our contention that a

genuine invitation to collaborate toward, improvement in schooling will

follow and the-process of critical inquiry can begin.

111

Content

The issue of,the content of critical inquiry is not one thatcan

be talked about as if it conveniently came a.long at one particular step

of the process. Rather the issue of content is a pervasive one.

Moreover,' the question of what content is iipropriate is a vital one.

Without succumbing to the usual tack of offering a new or better

technology based on recent research and development, what substance .do

.1



collaborators'have to offer for consideratiOn that can be perceived by

those in schools as Valuable and practical'and that at the same time

will lead to fundamental change? The Freirian concept of generative

themes provides the obvious answer. The content of critical inquiry

.

cannot be determined bj collaborators but must emerge from their

interactions with those:in thetsetting'ind,consistof the reality of

the setting itself. Through a joint invespgation of the obstacles in

the setting and of the contradictioRs bbtween what is intended and what

is pi-acticed, the themes that will constitute the content of a dialogue

of a school improvement program become evident. It is this pervasive

focus on themes that begins to strongly differentiate this approach to

school change from the more frequently used organizational development

methods or other "value free" problem-solving models.

It is important to realize that themes exists wherever people

attempt to make-sense out of their reality, including in social

institutions such asschools. Within these institutions, however,

larger social themes may not be recognized as operating to direct and

to limit the way humans structure their particular setting and interact

with each other. This, of course; is an integral part of what we

earlier described as the conservative nature of the culture of the

sChool. --6-milieu in which theMOSt fundamental beliefs and

assumptions on which practice is bated go unrecognized and

unquestioned. This lack. of recognition results in an inability to see

that what ies behind perceived constraints are more pervasive limiting

themes. With the exploration of generative themes as the content of

Critical inquiry, those engaged in the process go beyond A superficial,

uncritical determination.of what the crucial problems facing a school



are. And in this going beyond--in the examination of fundamental

assumptions and beliefs-school people are able to determine the

action Which are likely'both to transform the reality of schools and

the perceptions they have about it.

Exploration and Action

Once a genuine invitation to collaborate has been extended by a

school staff to an outsider, the dialogical process between them can

begin. This process takes us first to.a finding out about the reality

of the setting and a search for generative themes, principally through

collaborative investigation and analyses, and leads us through a series

of eyelet Of action and reflection toward fUndamental change. In

sChools, two interconnected processes -- exploration and.attion

constitute the, activities of those involved in the change effort:

Interpreted broadly, but specifically for school settings, these

activities include the creation of settings where communication

approaching the Habermasian ideal can be engaged in; theconduct of

inquiry incorporating both interpretative'and empir?Cal=anatrtical

investigations; the critical consideration of concepts and terhnologies
_ 6

from funded knowledge about educational processes andSchooling; and

the maintenance of a critical focus on the normative issues that

underlie schooling practices.

Exploration. The exploration phase of the critical inquiry

process is a series of ongoing activities engaged in collaboratively.

These activities include'a wide range of possible inquiries into the

school,context and theinierpretation of knowle4ge gained about it

These activities ere carried out in a critically reflective way that

lead cyclically to action and to further exploration.



O

One appropriate way to begin the exploration process is by

decoding the setting., as a whole. This involves breaking it down into
. .

parts and scrutinizing the characteristics andquality of everyday

life. In schools this means a careful examination of things usually

taken for granted--the day-to-day activities of the people who spend

their time there, and the 'structures surrounding these activities. The

intent, of course, is to begin to look at the school analytically in

order to gain .a nai perspective-on and eventually to begin to see

alternatives to the way things are done.

Decoding the school context includes both what we usually think of

as data collection and data analysis; We envision that thete

'activities must encompass a broad scope of inquiry -- all the "faces"

we have het forth earlier as required for an understanding sufficient

to enable the conception of alternatives and the carrying out of

fundamental chahge. Data collection, this broad view, would range

romattempting to measure what are appare y.observable and separable
.

characteristics of the school (student teacher, or, community

demographics, organizational structure, instructional strategies, and

student activities in the classroom, for example) to gathering the

interpretations of individuals of the meanings that school processes

ha've for them._ But collecting daV-presumes some notion ps to what

.,phenomena are relevant data. ,Whether th$t takes the -form of

operationalism4s in survey questionnaires and structured Interviewsor

observational systems or the moment-to-moment inclusion/exclusion
. /

decisions as iii loosely structured, anecdotal observation, some

phenomena will be.reEogniida as data, others will not. Although not

intended to be restrictive, the perceived obsticles in the situation
.



and emerging generative themes.must help guide the data collection

prOcess,,

The data analysis part of decoding, too, would involvea wide

range of traditional and non-traditional approaches. However, fancy

multivariate analyses and/or structural modeling techniques will have

very little payoff in an -epistemplogical fpmework coordinating the

three faces of inquiry. Most schOol staff are intelligent adults who

are not trained researchers andstatistictans. More importantly, just

as we have argued the necessity4for staff to develop and internalize

the generative themes of their own circumstance, so it is necessary for

the data related to these themes to be equally accessible and

internalized. The power of a single percentage tostimulate productive

dialogue should not be underestimated.

Codifications, the concrete presentations of themes or obstacles

in the school setting, a second aspect of exploration, can both

stimulateandresultfromdecoding. Codifications are developed in
4

such a way that they depict specific situations; they are aTso

abstractions in that they represent larger patterns or themes in the

more complex totality of the school. These codifications are used' in

the dialogical process as presentations of probleths in the school that

need to be solved,, not as situations to be explained iii the traditional
r

didactic mode. This, of course, is quite different from the usual kind

of needs assessments engaged in in-schools consisting of an inventory

and reporting of problems, rather than a critical dialogue toward their

solution.

.
Thus the forms of codifications can vary. Graphic presentations

of data, or a videotaped presentation of a classroom incident, pr a

-33
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telling ofa particularly provocative event, fpJ example, might serve

well to encourage participants to look not only at the superficial

aspects of what is being represented, but to go beyond to investigate

and reflect on the deep structure beneath them -- to consider questions

of how practices came to be alla_whose interests are served by them

educationallSI, socially, economically, and politically. Codifications,

then, serve as catalysts for the continuance of the renewing process.

-Codifications lead ,a group in the dialogical process to decodirig to

the taking of transformative action, and to codificationsof the

altered reality that results. In short, a codificacion is the .

challenge to the group to critical reflection and action.

Action. In schools; action. must be an ongoing component of the

critical, inquiry procesS. This action must be, integrated with

reflection'through the_processes of exploration of the reality itself

and the meani-n-js attached to it and participants' perceptionsyof how it

changes through action.

Actions that are most likely to bring about-fundamental .kinds of

alterations are those that attempt to break through perceive'd
I

obstacles. When Seemingly insurmountable barriers are acted upon and

the acts and subsequent changes are subjected-to critical reflection,

those in schools can begin to see themselves as,directing pvents rather

than being directed by-then. Initially, the taking part in a concrefe

project that changes, e.gen iv some very minor way, the structure of the

setting is very likely10 create. new perceptions, new expectations,

even a hopefulness, about the possibilities inherent in.the process.,

underway:



, Most often, the first-action-in-a-project-involving school people

is their active investigation of the school 'culture itself in an

attempt to identify obstacles-and themes that constrain whAt is done

there. In other cases an obstacle may be acutely and widely perceived.

Iqrying'ou
)t"

a course of action in attempting to breakthrough the

pdrceived obstacle.might then constitute the first transformative

.action.in a sChool improvement.project. In either case critical-

self-Oflection must be an important aspect of the action itself. And,

too, the action leads ttdialogue, the sharing of perceptions and

:reflections aboutboth the.action itself and the changed reality that

resultt from it.

The choice of actions to be taken.in schools must be collaborative.

ones. Outside collaborators can in the course of dialogue push a

school staff to reflect about what lies behind a situation that is

troubletome and to act on that rather\ than to respond only to current

symptoms\ of a more fundamental\difficulty in the schOol's-functioning.

But staying withinthe understanding of the e-school-ttaff is essential..

Effective action and reflection cannot take place when proposed

problemsare.not.perceived as real by those in the school. In some

instances' it may take a series of cycles of action, and reflection

before basic school structures, organizational and behavioral patterns,

or basic assumptions about schooling are seen as appropriate targets

for change effortS. Saul Alinsky (1971) speaks'to this aspect of the

c011aborative project. Alinsky, like Freire ;.; suggests that the

solving of\a particular prOblem will give rise not only to neW

perceptions. of reality but _to -the awareness of more fociamental

problems asie11. He writes, "...what we fight for now as matterA of



life and death Will.Soon befdrgotten, and changed situations will

change desireS,and issues" .(p. 107) and that

An organizer knows that life is a sea of shifting
desires, changing elements, of relativity and un-
certa4nty,' and, yet he must stay within the exper.

ierice of the people. he is working with and act_in
terms of specific resolutions and answers, of de-

finitivenest And certainty. To do otherwise would

bt to stifle organization and action... (p. 107).

What is absolutely essential is that school change efforts belong to

the school staff itself, not to the collaborator. The staff must view

itself as blending theory and practice, action and reflection toward

transforming their school into a renewing place.- They mast always

remember, as Dewey (1929) tried to tell us over half a century ago,

that:

Education is by:its nature an endless circle

or spiral. It is an, activity which includes
science within itself. In its very process it
sets more ftoblems to be further studied, which

then r 'nto the educative process to change
Estill further, and thus demand more thought,

more science, and so on, in everlasting sequence. (p.77)

We would add, of course, that the science" Dewey refers to be a

critical one.



Concluding--Remarks

ldê beganthis inquiry with a small critique of the socio-political

context within which the "crisis of schooling" historically and cur-7.

rently exists. 14:continued this critique with ,a more specific

analysis of the cultural circumstances of.schooling and the ways in

which schools have come to adapt to their context. School renewal and

the potential for chan4e,p7then argued, must have its basis in

critical inquiry -- an ongoing comMitnTnt to unrestrained discourse

around existing and purposively accumulated knowledge. Finally, the

practical realization of this feat, required the translation of these

philosophical premises to human situations historically conditioned

upon antithetical premises.

The result -- a set of working principles and processes striving

to break through obstacles, generate content belongingto people,

question beliefs and values, establish mutual trust and common under-

standing, and treat decisi9n-making and action as formative processes.

You ask: So what's new? . Hasn't the last half decade or so of

investjgations into what went wrong wit & D-type interventions

revealed similar implications for working with schools? . . . Do not

'the findings from collaborative research studies essentially converge

to these same recommendations?
15

Of Course, the answers are both "yes." But it should be clear at

this point that these "rules of thumb" in helping people help them-

selves need not be empirically discovered through trial and-error

41
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implementations of technologiCal1y deFiVedsolutions for other people's

problems. In fact, that this has been the road to discovery of these

working principles only testifies further to the parochial avenues of

inquiry along which educational researchers and practitioners have far

too long labored. -TO be sure, it is satisfying to see congruity

between r.commandatioos from current,struggles in collaborative

research and postmortems on prior failures.with those emerging from our

critical analysis of schooling. But most imporiantlythesenrules of

thumb" can now be seen_es_logiCal consecyces cldh-pistemologically

informed theory of- practice.

Over ten years ago, in reaction to the previous failures of

educational reform and in anticipation of the ones yet to come, the

yearbook theme selected by the National Society for the Study of

Education was the "philosophical redirection of educational research"

(Thomas, 1972). Persistent views in this collection of essays-centered

around pleas for incorporating value judgments', normative-based para-

digms, and the like, as fUndaMental ingredients in the conduct of

educational research and change. Quotes by Ounkel and by Holms are

1

illustrative:



Some kind of normative
_______

education is to be more than a mindless technology,

heeling in the breeze of every whim or rhetorical

blast. The rather abortive state of curriculum and

counseling_ -- to name only two educational fields --

is due in la** part to their lack ofan adequate

normative base; once certain very proximate objectives

are stateC discussions and arguments fade out or

are, convertedLinto oratory. At present, educational

psych-olojists, educational sociologists; and the

rest tend to take their data from that general area

of activity called_ education. But as the preceding,

pages have sought to 'show this stance construes both-

the "educational" of their title and "scientist" in

a very-narrow way.

(Dunkel, 1972, p. 95)

...if empirical studies are to be scientific and of\
practical value, empirical measurements presupposes \",---1

theories. The latter help.ui to analyzes manipulate,

and even manufacture "facts." The important theories

in educational researchsare normative in ifiatthey

imply conceptions of culture and society. An inte-

gral part of empirical reseatch is, in my view, prior

conceptual analysis of these, conceptions and theories:

Without this we are charlatans -- not scientists.

(Holms, 1972, p. 216)

Little in the way of redfrection has occurred during the inter-

.%

=- if anything, there.has probaby been some-regression

back to the mythical sanctuary of the "hard" scientific stance. We

hope that this paper can be added to the growing list of those offering

sound conceptual and practical reasons for resisting this temptation

and continuing the dialectic around more flexible, sensible,-and

practical methods of social inquiry and school renewal.



Footnote's:

I. Much research' and development effort has spawned potentially
useful educational technology for school improvement--criterion-
referenced.measurement, mastery learning, and,thicro-computer

--applications, to mention just a few. And in a 4.0kative
handful of districts anischools, some-of.this iechnology
has even beelliout into place--but only after years (usually
over six and upwards of ten to twelve) of concerted effort,
usually spearheaded by an "idea champion" who is'willing to
endure the entire spah of developmental effdrt. (See the studies
by Bank & Williams, 1980 and 1981.) But the larger picture of
educational change and school improvement is `a dismal one 'See,

for example, the conclusions of the Rand study (Berman and
McLaughlin, 1978), which comprehensi'Vely and systematically docu-
ments the failures of the major, federally sponsored, improvement
efforts driven by R & D perspectives on innovation and change.

2. We must strongly emphasize at the outset that our use of the term
critical throughout this monograph is not meant to be criticizing
or negative in function. Certainly we are unfavorably imprepsed
with some crucial aspects' f schooling, for we have undertaken
this current effort. But the idea of critical inquiry, as we will
develop it, can be equally positive or negative in principle. It

depends upon the attitude of the inquirers. InTractice,lve
prefer to see the cup half full rather than half empty.

3. See theahalySis by Goodlad (in press).j

4. For more documentation on this point, see Sirotnik (1983).
. .

5. A more comprehensive preSentation'of our prOposal:for'critical
inquiry can be-fOund .in Sirotnik and Oakes (1983).

6. While the school Mustbe viewed as the priiiiary unit ofchange,
this does not mean that individuals -- students, teachers, :.
administratorsi support staff, districtstaff,. Parents, and other
significant community members--are irreleVant tO:the chahge V
efforts; Rather; it means that for changeeffortsHto be
successful the critical dynamics in-all'levels of the school-in'
enterpriseindividualiAnstruOtional, institutional, communal,:
and societal- -must be confronted whei'e they cometOgether, at th
local school. 'For a discusSion of the genesis of this approat,h to
renewal at. the local school level see Heckman, Oakes, and Sirotnik
(1983); :

1. Kerlinger's (1973)Tresentation is, repreentative;Of thehundredS
of methods commonly referenced in educational researeh.

Originally, "hermeneutics" referred to the interpretation of
historical text (especially biblical writing) but, philosophers



have argued_ its_ analogoiminage fg_r_the
phenomena (e.g., Taylor, 1977 and Ricoeur, 1977).

9. We use the term "ideology" here in the specific political sense
referring to hegemony. In this sense, critical theory can_then be
said to.be "nonideological." In the general sense of ideology,
i.e., values and beliefs, critical-theory is certainly value-bound
to the concept of unrestrained or emancipatory inquiry.

10. The more outstanding differenCes include (a) complete rejections
of traditional inquiry paradigms by some in contrast to more
tolerant (but critical) stance by others and (b) .a position a
universal or absolute truth held by some as compared with a more
relativist stance by others allowing the possibility of truth to
be determined by its historical context. Sirice we will be taking
a "critical pragmatic" position, these debates are interesting,
but irrelevant for practice.

11. We are ,not suggesting that this is Habermas' inclination. In =-

fact, he has stated his intent as follows: "I am concerned with
knowledge-guiding interests which in each case formhthe basis for
a whole system of inquiries. In contrast to positivistic
_self-understanding, I should like to point-out the connection of
,empirical-analytic science with techruical interests in acquiring
knowledge. But this has nothing to do with 'denunciation'. . .

On the contrary, I regard as abortive, even reactionary, the
attempts which characterized the old methodological dispute,
namely, attempts to set up barrieri from the outset in order to
remove certain sectors altogether from. the clutches of a ce ain

type of research." (Habermas, 1974, at quoted in Bernstein 1978,

p. 194.)

12. One example of the blurred distinctions is in our analysis above
pertaining to naturalistic /hermeneutic inquiries. For Habermas
(1971), knowledge acquisition in this domain has a "practical"
(not controlling) interest because of its potential to attain
"action- oriented mutual. understanding_" the_ food for critique,
,but not 'critique itself.. Obviously, however, the potential also
exists for underifirTaiTibs that are obdurately resistant to
empirical-aValytic study to be powerfully, predictive and
controlling. Aspects of the inquiry and relationship between
psychoanalyst and patient is a case in point.

1B. Buring the writing of this paper, a new book by Ann and Harold
Berlak came to our attention. The Berlak's volume Dilemmas-of
Schooling: Teaching and Social Change, like our work, approaches
the_problems of schocii from,a critical perspective and suggests a
collaborative approach to inquiryinto these problems directed
toward change. Thp Berlak's chief contribution is the' explication
of "sixteen dilemmas of schooling making explicit the assumptions
underlying.them, and demonstrating their usefulness"(p. 25). 'The
Berlaks propose the use of these dilemmas and "dilemma language"
"for analyzing the origins and consequences of schooling patterris,

thus the contributions of Schooling to social continuity and



----------------c- ha n
Om Apia __th e_

nature o he schooling experience and the possibilities and

d a ility of making changes 'in classrooms and schools" (p. 25).

Our primary purpose here has been to establish the epistemological

basis for the process we call critical inquiry and deriving the

consequences for practice. Readers may wish to consult the Berlak

book for an approach quite compatible with our inquiry perspective

and purposes.

1

Although the following school and district scenarios are based

upon the euthors ' experiences, all names and certain inconse-

quential details have been fictionalized.

See the "mutual adaptation " _concept in Berman and
McLaughlin's '

(1981) work and the comprehensive review of collaborative research

principles by Ward and Tikunoff (1982).
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